Thank you for reading this quarter’s edition of Notes from the Community. Recent contributions to our Reddit community include stories about cool new gadgets, displays, and nostalgic and whimsical projects, yet we also received some ominous warnings. These warnings indicate that not all of society is comfortable with the current directions of the Internet of Things (IoT) and pervasive technologies. As an industry, we need to understand and address these concerns.

**WEARABLE WONDERS**

Enthusiasm for wearables continues, but our contributors now focus on articles about wearables for specific applications and demographics.

**Tagging the NFL**

For the 2015 season, all players in the National Football League (NFL) will have real-time location technology embedded in their shoulder pads.\footnote{Zebra Technologies’ MotionWorks real-time locating system has an accuracy of ± 4 to 12 inches (depending on the amount of averaging in the system). This allows tagging of players, officials, flags, chains, and other important elements of the game. Receivers in the stadium (that is, RF receivers—not wide receivers!) send the sensed location data to the cloud for processing, with real-time results providing the speed of each player at each moment of a play, the player’s accumulated yardage, coverage heat maps, and more. Last year, the NFL tested this technology in selected stadiums, and this year they are using it in their NFL app for Xbox One and Windows 10. In a highlight clip available almost immediately after the live play, viewers can watch the play unfold with each player tagged with his speed and other information.}
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**Cool Toys for Middle School Girls**

According to Kyle Vanhemert, teen girls have the “coolest wearable out there” with Jewelbots (www.jewelbots.com),\footnote{A smartphone app (or a computer with Arduino software) lets kids program the bracelets’ behavior. The programmer can assign different colors to different friends and cause the bracelets to flash or vibrate in various ways. Kids can also send haptic messages to each other or to groups of friends using their own codes by pressing the button on the flower charm. The company founders wanted a way to encourage young girls to take up programming. If my own (now high-school aged) daughter’s reaction to the idea of Jewelbots is any indication, the founders have succeeded. My daughter (also known as the “focus group”) feels the bracelets would have been terrific fun at that age.}

This column offers a summary of interesting news and research in pervasive and mobile computing, with content drawn from submissions to a shared community on the social news site Reddit, at www.reddit.com/r/pervasivecomputing. We encourage you to join our subreddit and spread the news of this site to others, so that together we can build a sustainable online community for all aspects of pervasive and ubiquitous computing.

—Mary Baker and Justin Manweiler

**Wearables for Unmentionables**

An unsuccessfully funded Kickstarter project offers a somewhat less
savory wearable. As CNET’s Eric Mack reports, “we may just have hit peak wearable” with this gadget,3 which would keep track of and help analyze the wearer’s flatulence so the wearer can adjust his or her diet in appropriately gas-reducing ways. The user enters food information on a smartphone app and wears the sensor on his or her rear-end or in a back pocket. The Kickstarter page (www.kickstarter.com/projects/963861855/keep-track-of-your-gases-with-ch4) includes an almost charming video portraying cartoon figures suffering gaseous embarrassments that should vanish given sufficient time with this wearable and its app.

PEOPLE WITH TOO MUCH FREE TIME

One of the most enjoyable aspects of the pervasive computing and DIY community is the zany variety of projects that people work on just for the fun of it. At least, we hope they are having fun, because these inventions aren’t likely to make anyone rich.

Listen to the Tortilla

In response to a previous video’s depiction of a tortilla slapped onto a phonographic turntable, UpgradeTech decided to see if they could produce an actual song-playing tortilla. Not only did they succeed, but you can do it too by following their instructable at www.instructables.com/id/Make-a-Working-Playable-Tortilla-Record-with-a-Las. You’ll need a laser cutter and uncooked flour tortillas (apparently, corn tortillas are too lumpy and cooked tortillas shred too easily). I’m not sure how many phonographs will play this tortilla, but UpgradeTech uses a Numark PT-01 with a spare 78 diamond needle (see Figure 1). We are also cheerfully informed that the tortilla remains edible but tastes burnt. Enjoy watching and listening to the tortilla play Jarabe Tapatío (The Mexican Hat Dance) at www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdzCv_9eaoM.

Watch the Microwave

We also received a link to an oldie-but-goodie. In 2011, a team of four University of Pennsylvania students won the 2011 PennApps Hackathon by modifying a microwave to play YouTube videos, where the length of the video matched the cooking time of the food. Forty-one teams competed that year, with most teams predictably writing smartphone apps. The winning team decided it would be more interesting to hack a microwave, because it is “outdated, kind of like TI calculators.”4 A tablet attached to the microwave played the video while the food was cooking, and when finished, the microwave sent a tweet (see Figure 2).

The challenge for the students was that there is no API for programming a microwave. The team couldn’t even get through the cover of their first microwave and had to use another in the hackathon. “We were lucky enough to see how the pieces were put together; we were able to take it apart slowly, and we were lucky we didn’t kill ourselves with the capacitor inside it.”4 See Brian Dzenis’ article at http://technical.ly/philly/2011/09/21/pennapps-fall-2011-hacked-microwave-driven-video-player-wins-2500 for more information about this IoT microwave, created long before the term “IoT” became fashionable.

IT’S NOT ALL FUN AND TOYS

With new gadgets come new attack paths, and it’s getting scary. Sadly, we can’t even keep our old toys running.

Your Smartwatch Tells Time (and Secrets)

The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) IoT Top 10 Project (www.owasp.org/index.php/OWASP_Internet_of_Things_Top_Ten_Project) grew from concern on HP’s Fortify on Demand team that many security and privacy issues are overlooked or insufficiently understood in the IoT space. The team’s most recent report focuses on smart-watches and associated smartphone apps and cloud components (http://go.saas.hp.com/fod/internet-of-things).5 It probably surprises no one that all of the 10 watches analyzed exhibited
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Figure 2. The (a) outside and (b) inside of the contest-winning hacked microwave. (Source: Kevin Conley; used with permission.)

problems, such as insufficient user authentication, broken transport encryption, or APIs that let hackers determine valid user account names. Given that many of these watches garner personal information about location, weight, workouts, and user activities, one hopes that the guidelines offered in the report will help developers fix and avoid some of these pitfalls.

Don’t Try This in Traffic
Contributors submitted several links about attacks on cars. Wired.com’s Andy Greenberg writes about his participation in an experiment in which Charlie Miller and Chris Valasek wirelessly took over the controls of the Jeep Cherokee Greenberg was driving on a St. Louis freeway (www.wired.com/2015/07/hackers-remotely-kill-jeep-highway).6 The hackers blasted the radio, air conditioning, windshield wipers, and wiper fluid, making it hard to see or hear. Then they turned off the accelerator while Greenberg was stuck heading up an overpass. The jeep slowed to a crawl on a part of the inter-
state with no shoulder. Then, as he aimed for a ditch, they cut his brakes. The hackers could determine the jeep’s position and speed, so they could pick where and when to cause the most havoc. Miller and Valasek shared their work with Chrysler, which issued a patch before the code for the hacks was made public at a Black Hat conference.

In a subsequent article (www.wired.com/2015/08/hackers-cut-corvettes-brakes-via-common-car-gadget),7 Greenberg describes another wireless attack path through a dongle plugged into dashboards so that insurance companies and owners of vehicle fleets can have access to vehicle speeds, locations, and other information. Demonstrating the hack with a Corvette, a team from the University of California at San Diego sent SMS messages to a dongle to disable the car’s brakes. The hackers could determine the jeep’s position and speed, so they could pick where and when to cause the most havoc. Miller and Valasek shared their work with Chrysler, which issued a patch before the code for the hacks was made public at a Black Hat conference.

As if all of this isn’t scary enough, Sean Gallagher of Ars Technica writes that we’re only just entering the era of car hacking, with many new exploits on the way, some of which are hard to patch (http://arstechnica.com/sem-

Looming Extinction
One of the more unusual submissions to our Reddit site this quarter is a video presenting the repercussions of Sony’s decision to stop repairing its Aibo robotic dogs (http://digg.com/video/the-people-trying-to-save-their-robot-dogs-from-extinction).10 In our industry’s rush to create new tech-

Don’t Try This in the Air—or Anywhere Else
Many readers will already have seen this story in one form or another. As reported by James Vincent of The Verge (www.theverge.com/2015/7/16/8976337/drones-quadcopters-handguns-legal)9 and others, a drone hobbyist with a his-

Executive Summary
In a subsequent article (www.wired.com/2015/08/hackers-cut-corvettes-brakes-via-common-car-gadget),7 Greenberg describes another wireless attack path through a dongle plugged into dashboards so that insurance companies and owners of vehicle fleets can have access to vehicle speeds, locations, and other information. Demonstrating the hack with a Corvette, a team from the University of California at San Diego sent SMS messages to a dongle to disable the car’s brakes. Metromile, a distributor of the dongles, has issued a patch.

As if all of this isn’t scary enough, Sean Gallagher of Ars Technica writes that we’re only just entering the era of car hacking, with many new exploits on the way, some of which are hard to patch (http://arstechnica.com/security/2015/08/highway-to-hack-why-were-just-at-the-beginning-of-the-auto-

Some car manufacturers have been willing to work with the hackers to fix the exploits as quickly as possible, while others have taken the approach of suing the security research-

The video focuses on one couple in particular, whose Aibo toys are truly a part of their family. Unfortunately, the toys break down over time, and the owners are wondering how they will keep their pets “alive” when they can no longer salvage parts from some toys to fix others. In fact, the video opens with an Aibo funeral ceremony. As one of the owners laments, “One day all [Aibo’s] parts will be gone, and Aibo will die.”
INTERNET OF ANGST
Daily reports of new attacks and vulnerabilities don’t go unnoticed, and society’s worries grow accordingly. As a result, readers this quarter submitted an unusual number of articles depicting dystopian views of our technological future and our society’s increasing concern.

Useless Things of the Internet
In *The Atlantic*, Ian Bogost writes about the difference between Mark Weiser’s vision of ubiquitous computing, in which computers become invisibly embedded in our world, and what we are actually seeing with IoT, where computing becomes “more visible, brazenly visible, in fact” (www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2015/06/the-internet-of-things-you-don’t-really-see/396485). Bogost believes IoT becomes “more visible, brazenly visible, in fact” (www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2015/06/the-internet-of-things-you-don’t-really-see/396485). He even takes on established devices, such as the Nest Learning Thermostat (https://nest.com), claiming that “at best, it will probably still take a couple years to break even on the cost of the Nest device,” plus what you’ll have to spend on drywall work for the installation. Ominously, he states that “We already chose to forego a future of unconnected software. All of your devices talk constantly to servers, and your data lives in the cloud because there’s increasingly no other choice. Eventually, we won’t have unconnected things, either. We’ve made that choice too, we just don’t know it yet.”

Please Don’t Look at Us List
It seems that for every positive article we see about drones, we encounter another describing what can go wrong, and now some people are trying to protect themselves from these problems. As of February 2015, according to Andrew Zaleski of *Fortune*, over 10,000 people had registered their properties’ longitude and latitude at www.noflyzone.org as areas that drones should avoid (http://fortune.com/2015/02/18/noflyzone-do-not-call-list-drones). This list is the equivalent of the “Do Not Call List” for phone numbers. The main concern for registrants seems to be privacy—they do not like the idea of drones spying on them, and that was even before the incident with the drone-mounted handgun. The service maintainers claim that “We coordinate with participating drone manufacturers to automatically prevent drones from flying over your property.” While partners will supply the no-fly-zone information to users, some partners and drone manufacturers will even use the data to program physical geo-fences and will maintain the information via software updates. Apparently, future updates will allow exceptions for delivery drones. However, the whole system is voluntary—there really is no current way to enforce the no-fly-zones for homeowners. The list maintainers hope that hobbyists and the drone industry will voluntarily “do the right thing.”

Complicated information-rich visual overlays are particularly hazardous when people need to react physically and quickly to events to remain safe.

Aggravated Reality
A recent Arstechnica column investigates both positive and dangerous applications of augmented reality (http://arstechnica.com/science/2015/07/terminator-vision-and-the-complex-questions-behind-augmented-reality). The author points to many pleasant current uses, such as the first-down overlay on NFL games on TV, or a smartphone app that lets you point your phone at the sky to have it trace the constellations you can see. However, there are also many disturbing or potentially perilous applications of AR.

Seeing the Future
Fortunately, there are also much more attractive views of our future, courtesy of new displays and more benign virtual and augmented reality systems.

Tents of the Future
Researchers at Brown University have taken your basic yurt in a whole new direction. The interior surfaces (domed ceiling, curved walls, and floor) of their new $2.5 million immersive 3D virtual reality space are all displays—adding up to about 100 million pixels projected by 69 stereo projectors (see Figure 3a). Users don 3D glasses and employ their head tracking functionality as well as a wand to control the system (see Figure 3b). A *Boston Globe* article describes a series of amazing visual experiences, including moving along the surface of the moon, viewing a 260-foot-long antique scroll, and participating in students’ video games.
displayed images with QR codes or other human-visible information (https://now.dartmouth.edu/2015/05/researchers-create-new-form-smart-device-communication). Instead of changing RGB values or otherwise interfering with existing content image layers, HiLight encodes data using pixel translucency changes in a separate (by default transparent) image layer. The pixel translucency change is only perceivable by cameras, not human eyes. HiLight provides one-way real-time communication from off-the-shelf displays to off-the-shelf cameras such as those on smartphones or smart glasses. HiLight thus provides a way to include context-dependent or personalized data alongside the images on the screen.

Through the Looking Glass

In contrast to invisible content on visible displays, see-through displays offer visible content on invisible displays. Transparent displays and augmented mirrors have been around for a while, with many groups trying out different approaches. MIT researchers, for example, have been working on embedding light-reflecting silver nanoparticles in transparent material to avoid the need for transparency-blocking electronics in the display material (www.gizmag.com/mit-transparent-display-nanoparticles/30549). In addition, Samsung has released a display that functions as a mirror that can also present information over the reflection. Some of us feel that tidying up our own images is an excellent application of augmented unreality.

and 3D poetry (www.bostonglobe.com/lifestyle/style/2015/06/19/brown-university-unveils-virtual-reality-room/QoTO-Op66NpPZeGMF0bapjO/story.html). The article also compares different types of virtual reality—head-mounted displays that block out actual reality, and “caves” like Brown’s YURT (a y-shaped ultimate reality theatre) that let users see their own bodies but immersed in a different reality. Both types have their different uses but are also vastly different in cost, as spaces such as the YURT require “unbelievable” amounts of money, while head-mounted displays can be consumer devices. Researchers anticipate many experimental and scientific uses for the YURT, including space-mission planning and astronaut training.

Displaying the Invisible

What would your screen tell your camera if it could talk? Dartmouth College research, recently presented at Mobi-Sys 2015, describes a new way for a screen to communicate with a camera without disrupting displayed images with QR codes or other human-visible information (https://now.dartmouth.edu/2015/05/researchers-create-new-form-smart-device-communication). Instead of changing RGB values or otherwise interfering with existing content image layers, HiLight encodes data using pixel translucency changes in a separate (by default transparent) image layer. The pixel translucency change is only perceivable by cameras, not human eyes. HiLight provides one-way real-time communication from off-the-shelf displays to off-the-shelf cameras such as those on smartphones or smart glasses. HiLight thus provides a way to include context-dependent or personalized data alongside the images on the screen.

Through the Looking Glass

In contrast to invisible content on visible displays, see-through displays offer visible content on invisible displays. Transparent displays and augmented mirrors have been around for a while, with many groups trying out different approaches. MIT researchers, for example, have been working on embedding light-reflecting silver nanoparticles in transparent material to avoid the need for transparency-blocking electronics in the display material (www.gizmag.com/mit-transparent-display-nanoparticles/30549). In addition, Samsung has released a display that functions as a mirror that can also present information over the reflection. Some of us feel that tidying up our own images is an excellent application of augmented unreality.
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